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ABSTRACT: We have previously proposed a new median prior (MP) with edge-preserving and lo-
cal monotonic properties using preconditioned conjugate gradient reconstruction algorithm (PCG-
MP). In our experience, PCG-MP is difficult to implement, and complex to adjust the hyper-
parameters. To solve these problems, we applied a separable paraboloidal surrogate (SPS) [3]
to MP and combined with a fast convergent OS-type algorithm, called COSEM. Based on prelim-
inary studies, the new algorithm, MAPCOSEM-MP, showed similar performances in preserving
edges as PCG-MP but the algorithm and the hyper-parameters of MAPCOSEM-MP is easier to
tune up. To evaluate further the performance of MAPCOSEM-MP, we conducted the bias-variance
studies using two phantoms with different conditions and then compared with MAPCOSEM-MM
(smoothing membrane prior). The preliminary results show that MP performs better for larger
ROIs, while compatible to those of MM in smaller ROIs.
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1 Introduction
Emission tomography in nuclear medicine, including PET (positron emission tomography) and
SPECT (single photon emission computed tomography), provides a useful diagnostic tool for in-
vestigating functions and physiology in an organ of interest in-vivo. The way that emission tomog-
raphy works is to inject radioactive tracer into a patient’s body, and the tracer travels to an organ or
tissue of interest through metabolic functions. When it resides in the specific tissues, it decays and
emits gamma rays (photons) and the amount of emitted photons depends on the physiology of the
tissues. The photon-emitting rates (object) can be “reconstructed” from collecting photons (data)
emitted from the body, and the data is collected around the patient’s body.
Bayesian tomographic maximum a posteriori (MAP) reconstructions or equivalently, penal-
ized likelihood reconstructions, consist of log-likelihood term and prior (or penalty) term. MAP
reconstructions can improve problem of ill-conditioning and impose desirable spatial properties
in the reconstructed images through the weights of penalty. There are two typical types of priors
including smoothing and edge-preserving (with locally monotonic) priors [1]. One of the popular
priors used in tomographic reconstruction is the quadratic smoothing prior, which forces the inten-
sity of each pixel close to those of its neighborhoods. This action leads to noise reduction, but it
may result in over-smoothness in each region, and in particular, across the region edges. To avoid
this effect, a feasible alternative is to use edge-preserving prior to enhance the edge between re-
gions. We have proposed an edge-preserving median prior (MP) implemented by a preconditioned
conjugate gradient (PCG) reconstruction algorithm (PCG-MP) [1]. The MP is not only capable of
preserving edges but also imposing local uniformity. Furthermore, the MP reconstruction method
is not empirical and is analyzable.
Although PCG-MP has nice properties, it is difficult to adjust the hyper-parameters for con-
trolling the edge strength. In addition, in order to stabilize the result, imposing positivity-constraint
in PCG is necessary, and this leads to computation burdens. In this paper, our goal is to develop
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an easier MP reconstruction method for tomographic reconstruction in both PET and SPECT. A
separable paraboloidal surrogate (SPS) transformation [3] was applied to MP, and combined with
a fast convergent OS-type algorithm, called COSEM [2], and this resulted in MAP reconstruction
with MP priors, called MAPCOSEM-MP.
Section 2 describes the formulation of the MAPCOSEM, and then the MP with a quadratic
surrogate on the MAP objective function. Section 3 provides the simulation results with two phan-
toms, and discussion on the results and parameter setting. Conclusion is given in section 4.
2 Methods
2.1 Bayesian reconstruction
We denote the object (the mean emission rate) by a vector f with elements {fj ; j=1,. . . , N}, and
the projection data g={gi; i = 1,M}. Both object f and data g are lexicographically ordered into
vector forms. The projection data g has Poisson distribution with mean equal to g=Hf, where H is
the system matrix with element Hij indicating the probability of bin i receiving counts from pixel




gi log g¯i − g¯i (2.1)




A Bayesian or maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of f is expressed as fˆ and is obtained by
optimizing a Bayesian objective function Φ(f) as a sum of the log-likelihood function and a prior
term ΦP (f) with a global weight λ controlling the relative influence of the prior.
2.2 Prior (penalty)
The prior ΦP (f) usually has the following form ΦP (f)=
∑
jj′ wjj′φ(fj − fj′) with φ(·) a potential
function. The neighborhood system around pixel j is denoted as N(j), and neighborhood weights
wjj′ show the link between the pixel j and its neighbor j′. A conventional smoothing prior has
a potential function of φ(x) = 0.5x2, which penalizes the neighboring pixels’ difference in a
quadratic manner [2].
In our previously proposed edge-preserving median prior [1], instead of penalizing the neigh-
bor’s difference, the median prior encourages the closeness of the pixel to a component mj′ . We
used an approximation function of the absolution function by the log(cosh) function with a param-
eter η to control the accuracy of the approximation, and thus the strength of the edge as







log cosh(η(fj −mj′)) (2.2)
With the median prior, the MAP reconstruction becomes a joint estimation between f and m, and
can be optimized in a coordinate descent manner as [1]
fˆk+1 = arg max
f
{ΦL(g, f) + λΦmpP (f, mˆk)} (2.3)
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The joint estimation in eq. (2.3) is the Bayesian reconstruction fˆ k+1 at iteration k + 1 given
the k-th estimate of the value mˆk, while the alternation eq. (2.4) for estimating m was implemented
using the just obtained fˆ k+1. As shown in [1], the solution mˆ k+1 of eq. (2.4) is obtained by a local
median operation of fˆ k+1 as
mˆk+1j′ = median
(




Previously, the joint MAP reconstruction in eq. (2.3) was conducted using a PCG algorithm [1,
4]. However, this leads to inconvenience in imposing positivity-constraint, and also difficulty for
adjusting the edge parameters. To solve for this, here, we first applied an OS complete-data formula
for the log-likelihood data term. It turns out [2] that we can convert the log-likelihood objective







where hi(xij) = Cij log xij − xij and Sl is the collection of projection data in subset l. Here the









The resulted MAP objective function in the reconstruction step is rewritten as a sum of sub-
objective functions as Φ =
∑
l Φl with the sub-objective as





P (f, mˆ) (2.8)
With eq. (2.8), and for the estimation step in the MAP reconstruction, we considered a separable
quadratic surrogate function [3] from the converted OS-type sub-objective function as
ϕl(f ; fˆ) = Φl(fˆ) +∇Φl(fˆ)T (f − fˆ)− 12(f − fˆ)
TKl(fˆ)(f − fˆ) (2.9)
with Kl(fˆ
k,l
j ) the curvature of the sub-objective function in eq. (2.8). Thus one can obtain the
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. This illustrates (a) the circle phantom with intensity ratio of (background): (ROI2, left lesions):
(ROI1, right lesion) = 1:2:4, and (b) the brain phantom with intensity ratio of CSF: GM+WM: Striatum =
1:4:12, as used in the simulation.
where T (t) = ∇Φmp(t)/t, Hi =
∑





j Cij) = 1/gi , ∀Cij > 0
0 , otherwise
. (2.12)
So the final MAPCOSEM-MP reconstruction becomes an optimization of the surrogate function
(eq. (2.9)) as







The MAP-COSEM-MP algorithm is implemented by eqs. (2.7), (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) for all
subsets (l = 1, . . . , L), while the estimation of the mˆk+1 in eq. (2.4) remains unchanged.
3 Result and discussion
To evaluate the performance of the MAPCOSEM-MP reconstruction, we conducted 2-D emission
reconstructions using two 128x128 digital phantoms of a circle phantom, and a Zubal brain phan-
tom, as shown in figure 1. The circle phantom (figure 1 (a)) has intensity ratio of (background):
(ROI2, left lesions): (ROI1, right lesion) as 1:2:4, and the brain phantom (figure 1 (b)) contains
intensity ratio of CSF: GM+WM: Striatum= 1:4:12. A noise trial with 40 projection data of 120
scanning angles, and 128 detector bins with a 300K noise counts were simulated from these two
phantoms, separately. Each projection data was then reconstructed using the MAPCOSEM-MM
method with varying smoothing parameter λ and edge-preserving parameter η. To compare its
performance with the smoothing MM prior, we also reconstructed the projection data using the
MAPCOSEM-MM method [2] with varying smoothing parameter λ. For both reconstructions, 8
subsets and 60 iterations were used.
Figure 2 shows the anecdotal reconstructions of the circle phantom for both (a) MM with λ=1,
and (b) MP with λ=1 and η=5, while the anecdotal reconstructions of the brain phantom are shown
in (c) MM with λ=0.5, and (d) MP with λ=0.5 and η=0.5. We chose these parameters because both
MP and MM reconstructions have compatible root-mean-squared-error (RMSE).
To access the performance of both MP and MM reconstructions, we computed the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR = mean / std) and bias-variance within each ROI through 40 noise trials with
varying smoothing parameter λ for both phantoms. The SNR and bias-std plots for circle phantom
– 4 –
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2. The anecdotal reconstructions of the circle phantom are displayed for both (a) MM with λ = 1
and MP with λ = 1 and η = 5 (b), and the brain phantom are shown in (c) MM with λ = 0.5 and (d) MP
with λ = 0.5 and η = 0.5.
are shown in figure 3 (a) and (b), while figure 4 illustrates both (a) SNR and (b) bias-std plot for
the brain phantom. In figure 3 (a) for the circle phantom, the SNR of MAPCOSEM-MP is higher
than that of MAPCOSEM-MM in both ROIs, while in figure 4 for the brain phantom, with smaller
ROI, SNR of MAPCOSEM-MP is lower than that of MM for smaller λ, while getting larger for
larger λ. The bias-std study of the circle phantom in figure 3 (b) shows that MAPCOSEM-MP
has better performance than MAPCOSEM-MM for ROI1, while compatible in ROI2. However,
the bias-std study of the brain phantom in figure 4 (b) shows that MAPCOSEM-MM is superior to
MAPCOSEM-MP for smaller ROIs in terms of bias-STD trade-off.
Based on the preliminary studies, the new algorithm, MAPCOSEM-MP, showed similar edge-
preserving performance as in previous studies. We also found that the control of the hyper-
parameters is easier in MAPCSOEM-MP as compared to PCG-MP. Note that, from our experience
in using PCG-MP, smaller change in η or λ would lead to unexpected result due to the use of PCG
with positivity constraint. We found out that the edge-preserving property of MAPCOSEM-MP is
limited in a region with lower intensity or small size. Under these conditions, a local median is
easily affected by its neighbors that do not belong to the same region. The other reason is that the
edge parameter η is constant through the whole image. But in general, the value of η around the
boundary between regions should be larger than that within a region. As result not shown here, for
MAPCOSEM-MP, if the value of the smoothing parameters λ is set to be [0.1, 1.0], and the edge-
preserving parameters η set within [1.0, 5.0], it is sufficient to retain a reasonable performance for
these two phantom studies. Regardless the value of η, larger λ reduces edge-preserving effect in
the MAPCOSEM-MP reconstruction.
4 Conclusion
We have implemented the edge-preserving MP using MAP-COSEM reconstruction algorithm with
a separable paraboloidal surrogate function. MAPCOSEM-MP retains nice properties of MP,
and is easier to adjust the hyper-parameters as compared to PCG-MP. The preliminary results of
MAPCOSEM-MP show better bias-variance tradeoff and SNRs in larger ROIs while are compat-
ible to those of MAPCOSEM-MM in smaller ROIs. Further studies are needed to evaluate its
efficiency in reconstructing real data. For future work, we will conduct the MAPCOSEM-MP re-
construction and evaluate its performance using real PET and SPECT data. For the future work,
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Figure 3. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) study (left) and the bias-standard deviation (STD) study (right)
for the ROI1 (blue and red) and ROI2 (green and pink) of the circle phantom with parameters: λ = 0.05,
0.1, 0.5, 1, and 2 for MAPCOSEM-MM, and while same λ but η = 5, 5, 5, 5, and 0.6 for MAPCOSEM-MP.
Figure 4. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) study (left) and the bias-standard deviation (STD) study (right)
for the CN (blue and red) and PU (green and pink) areas in the brain phantom with parameters of λ =
0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 for MAPCSOEM-MM and η = 5, 5, 1, 0.5, and 0.5 for MAPCOSEM-MP.
we will also improve MAPCOSEM-MP in small regions by using anatomical information to adjust
the hyper-parameters.
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